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            Innovative piping meets

            comprehensive service
          
With over 25 years of experience in the market, Othmann

Incorporated has always been at the forefront of the piping industry

revolution in the Philippines—introducing groundbreaking piping

solutions, delivering genuine quality products, and taking on a

collaborative, personalised approach to our clients’ needs.
OUR GUARANTEE


          

        

      

                
        
          
            
            A wide range of PP‑R

            water distribution products

            to meet any budget
          
From simple projects to luxury developments,

guarantee safe water distribution and high hygiene

standards. We make sure that you can find the right

piping solution for your project from our wide and

diverse range of PP-R piping systems.
LEARN MORE


          

        

      

                
        
          
            Discover a breakthrough in drainage technology.


Geberit HDPE Sovent


Geberit HDPE Sovent optimizes hydraulics for high-rise 

condominiums:  eliminating the need for vent piping, increasing 

living space, and getting you up to 47% more cost savings 

compared to conventional drainage designs.


LEARN MORE
Distributed exclusively by our sister company Ottilie Marketing, Inc.
For your convenience, our team will assist you with your inquiry or
purchase should you be interested in this piping system.

          

        

      

                
        
          
            CPVC systems for your fire

suppression needs

When it comes to safety and security, it always pays to be prepared.

Chlorinated Poly Vinyl Chloride (CPVC) piping systems are highly

resistant to extreme temperatures, corrosion, and rust—providing

reliable protection for up to 50 years.
LEARN MORE
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                Product Innovation

                Evolution is our mandate. We are committed to delivering cutting-edge technology and new piping solutions, enhancing our product portfolio, and raising standards at every turn.
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                Genuine Quality

                Every piping system we deliver has the Othmann Seal of Quality: guaranteed authentic, untampered, and complete, straight from our manufacturers.
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                Personalized Solutions

                We collaborate with clients from the planning stage to help you find the most suitable and cost-effective piping solution for your project, ensuring prompt delivery and minimal errors.

            

                        


    
  
    
      
        
          
            Piping

            Applications
          

          

        

        
          
            
              
                Waterline

                Piping solutions best suited for community water distribution and drinking water systems.

                learn more
              

            

          

        

      

      
        
          
            
              
                Drainage

                Piping systems designed for projects involving waste water, stormwater, and subsurface drainage applications.

                learn more
              

            

          

        

      

    

    
        
        
          
            Fire Protection

            Maintenance-free, fire-resistant CPVC piping solutions for sprinkler system applications.

            learn more
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          CUSTOMER SERVICE

          Redefining the standards 
of service and support.
Our service exceeds the expected. We are with you every step of the way: from planning to project completion, and beyond. Our team of experts are always here to provide design assistance, product training, and technical support for your installation and maintenance needs.

          
            OUR SERVICES
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                TESTIMONIALS

                

                
                  
                                          
                        Credibility and integrity are hard to come by in today’s business world. Fortunately, Ottilie and Othmann embodies these qualities, delivering ethical customer service and candor with every transaction.


                        


                        Arch. Jose Siao Ling JSLA and Associates

                      

                                          
                        The staff at Ottilie and Othmann afforded a transparency that allowed us to better understand the feasibility of our projects. Honest and sincere, we felt as though they were truly concerned with the outcome of our projects.


                        


                          Rockwell Land Corp.

                      

                                          
                        Contracting requires us to work within a budget while still providing utmost quality. Ottilie and Othmann ticks all the boxes and offers competitive prices for any project type!


                        


                        Engr. Rannie Garcia Ultimate Plumbing

                      

                                      

                

                

              

            

          

          

        

      

    

    
  
    
      
        
          Let’s find the
right solution
for your project.
Contact us today for a free consultation—our comprehensive support begins here. Let’s talk about your project in detail and discuss ideal piping systems for your plans.
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              Safety protocols

              for the new normal
            

          


          
            With the fight against COVID-19 raging on, we have been prioritising your safety by enforcing stronger safety protocols. Rest assured that while we are taking extra precautions to ensure your health and well-being, we will stay true to our promise of comprehensive service and cutting-edge piping solutions.
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